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BARCELONA: The mobile phone industry is
racing to improve its ability to deliver content
as the popularity of watching TV series and
films on small screens surges, forcing a shift in
focus for the sector. Mobile video traffic is
forecast to grow by around 50 percent annu-
ally to account for over two-thirds of all
mobile data traffic by 2021, according to a
forecast by Sweden-based telecommunica-
tions operator Ericsson.

The growing popularity of video is pushing
phonemakers to come up with devices with
better screens and sound quality. For tele-
phone operators it is pushing them to work
closely with media giants like Vivendi and
Turner, who are ramping up production of
video content made specifically for mobile
devices. “Video is not an option, it is a must for
telecom operators today,” Eric Xu, the CEO of
China’s Huawei, the world’s third-largest
phone maker after Apple and Samsung, said at
the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, the
phone industry’s largest annual trade fair,
which wraps up yesterday. French media
group Vivendi, which owns YouTube competi-
tor Dailymotion and France’s No.1 pay TV serv-
ice Canal+, set up Studio+ last year to make
high quality mini series made to be watched
on smartphones. The company has so far pro-
duced 25 original series in five languages. 

Each series consists of ten episodes lasting
ten minutes which are distributed to paying
subscribers via an app for people on the go.

‘Enormous opportunity’ 
Vivendi has reached an agreement with

telecom providers in Brazil, Argentina, France
and Italy to provide the service and it will
debut in Russia in June. “Our aim is to be the
preferred partner of major carriers,” said
Vivendi chief executive Arnaud de
Puyfontaine at a conference at the trade fair
called “the content gold rush”. The service
allows telecom firms to “differentiate them-
selves” and encourages customers to sign up
to plans with bigger data bundles so they can
watch more video, he said.

US media giant Turner Communications, a
division of Time Warner whose HBO channel
is the home to popular shows such as “Game
of Thrones”, has also started production
groups that make short form content “that is
really, really specific for mobiles,” said Turner
chief executive John Martin.

“Mobile is an enormous opportunity,” he
added. Several phonemakers meanwhile
unveiled new devices at the trade fair geared
for watching video.

South Korea’s LG presented a new flagship
phone, the G6, which comes with a massive
screen to target Netflix-loving, stream savvy
commuters who want to watch films and
series on the go.

Italian cinematographer Vittorio Storaro,
who has won Oscars for “Apocalypse Now”
and “The Last Emperor”, was on hand to
praise the advantages of the phone’s 18:9
screen aspect ratio, a step up from the con-
ventional 16:9 found on most phones, for
watching film. The LG device is the first smart-
phone that can support Netflix’s higher quali-
ty HDR video streaming which makes colours
more vivid.

‘Doubling down on mobile’ 
Netflix announced at the fair that it is set to

introduce new technology that will deliver
decent video quality to mobile devices while
using less data. “We are doubling down on
mobile,” said the company’s vice president of
product innovation, Todd Yellin.

Streaming Netflix shows on mobile phones
is rising around the world and in three major
markets-India, Japan and South Korea-people
stream more Netflix video on their phones
than on TV, he said. Netflix CEO Reed Hastings
claims he is among the converts to watching
series on mobile phones.“I watched ‘The
Crown’ on mobile, and it was incredible, you
see these great panoramas.. but when I told
the writer Peter Morgan about that, he was
aghast,” he said, referring to the popular
Netflix drama about the early years of Queen
Elizabeth’s reign. —AFP

Phonemakers focus on flicks on the fly 
Mobile video traffic forecast to grow 50 % annually

BARCELONA: Visitor check devices in the Vive HTC booth during the Mobile World
Congress in Barcelona yesterday. The Mobile World Congress ended yesterday. —AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Yahoo is punishing
CEO Marissa Mayer and parting ways
with its top lawyer for the mishandling
of two security breaches that exposed
the personal information of more than 1
billion users and already have cost the
company $350 million. Mayer won’t be
paid her annual bonus nor receive a
potentially lucrative stock award
because a Yahoo investigation conclud-
ed her management team reacted too
slowly to one breach discovered in 2014.

Yahoo’s general counsel, Ronald Bell,
resigned without severance pay for his
department’s lackadaisical response to
the security lapses. Alex Stamos, Yahoo’s
top security officer at the time of the
2014 breach, left the company in 2015.

Although Yahoo’s security team
uncovered evidence that a hacker
backed by an unnamed foreign govern-
ment had pried into user accounts in
2014, executives “failed to act sufficient-
ly” on that knowledge, according to the
results of an internal investigation dis-
closed Wednesday. At that time, Yahoo
only notified 26 people that their
accounts had been breached.

The report didn’t identify the negli-
gent executives, but it chastised the
company’s legal department for not
looking more deeply into the 2014
breach. Because of that, the incident
“was not properly investigated and ana-
lyzed at the time,” the report concluded.

Bell declined to comment through

his spokeswoman, Marcy Simon.
Yahoo didn’t disclose the 2014

breach until last September when it
began notifying at least 500 million
users that their email addresses, birth
dates, answers to security questions,
and other personal information may
have been stolen. Three months later,
Yahoo revealed it had uncovered a sep-
arate hack in 2013 affecting about 1 bil-
lion accounts, including some that were
also hit in 2014.

The breaches, the two biggest in
internet history, have already exacted a

major toll. Yahoo already lowered the
sales price of its email and other digital
services to Verizon Communications
from $4.83 billion to $4.48 billion to
account for the potential backlash from
the breaches. That deal was reached last
July, two months before Verizon and the
rest of the world learned about Yahoo’s
lax security.

More than 40 lawsuits also have been
filed seeking damages for the breaches.
If Yahoo’s sale to Verizon is completed
as expected later this year, a successor
company called Altaba Inc. — AP

SAN FRANCISCO: As Snapchat’s owner makes its Wall
Street debut, the key question for investors is whether the
vanishing-message app is on its way to glory or despair.
Wildly popular with young smartphone users keen to share
messages that don’t linger, Snapchat is alternately viewed
in the social media world as a winning bet such as
Facebook or a lackluster performer like Twitter.

Snap Inc. priced its initial public offering (IPO)
Wednesday at $17 a share to raise $3.4 billion and give the
California startup a hefty valuation of $24 billion. It’s the
largest US tech firm to make a market debut since
Facebook in 2012. Analysts at the venture equity firm
Goodwater Capital said in a report that the company has
positioned itself “as the most significant competitor to
Facebook in social networking.”

Snap has some strong credentials, Goodwater noted:
more than 158 million daily active users creating 2.5 billion
“snaps” per day in 20 different languages, $936 million in
revenues expected in 2017, and partnerships with major
brands and publishers.

“Snapchat is well-positioned to scale rapidly and take
market share in the $652 billion global advertising market,”
the report said. Analyst Debbie Williamson of eMarketer
said Snap has “revolutionized” the way young people com-
municate and been creative with features for users and
advertisers. “It has a pretty long runway ahead,” she said. “I
think of it in the context of where Facebook was early on.”
Both companies got early locks on a young generation,
with the potential to add older users with time.

“It always makes sense to stay in tune with what young
people are doing, and Snapchat has really struck a chord
with young people,” Williamson said. Snap’s prospects out-
side the US market are less clear, she added, saying it faces
tougher competition as Facebook and others mimic
Snapchat’s features.

Some analysts are skeptical about Snap, however,
pointing to the example of Twitter, which has seen only
modest increases in its user base since its 2013 IPO, and
now trades well below its offering price. — AFP
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In this Feb 19, 2015 file photo, Yahoo President and CEO Marissa Mayer deliv-
ers the keynote address at the first-ever Yahoo Mobile Developer Conference,
in San Francisco. — AP
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